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We thought that in this session we would address questions that have been, shall we say, welling 

up in your little brains over the past few sessions that have been held. We will not really discuss 

the color issue in this session, for it needs to sort of germinate now a bit in your thought 

processes. Rather, we would want to address some issues that many now are confused about as 

the final time of the vibration ends. 

 

These final weeks on the plane will for a good many, not just gathered here now in this vibration 

and gathering, but many who are part of the community, and not here now, will be undergoing 

what we had indicated would be happening, and that is a cleansing, a change in vibration for 

some, and a changed illusion developing for a good many of you. So we would take appropriate 

questions, and if it is not what we would want for this session we will say so and address it at 

another time. Let us begin. 

 

Are Changed Illusions Just Within Self, Or In A Concrete Manner As Well? 

 

You keep saying changed illusion. Eventually, I will understand it, but I have seen a change in my 

thoughts of illusion. Do you mean in a concrete manner that we will see a change in illusion as 

well? 

 

This is a very good question, for what you will see is a concrete change in that which is abstract, 

such as you indicated in your thinking. It will be your own changed illusion. We will not be 

changing the general illusion on the plane. That will come after The Shift. The illusion that is 

currently existing on the plane will remain in its magnitude, for it needs to be that for the 

balancing. What you each will be experiencing will be your own perspective, that which you 

thought was is no longer ~ is changed. For some, it may prove very, very minor in that it would 

be a change in thought processes, or a greater understanding now of messages that have been 

given in the past that were not understood, but are understood, and that would therefore change 

the way in which you see, therefore, the illusion. For some also there will be changes concretely 

in certain issues and certain areas that will be needed for that particular entity to give support to 

the fact that there is growth occurring. 

 

They would be at a particular point in their own development that they would need to see, as 

presented on the plane, concrete evidence that they are indeed going in the right direction, and it 

would be a changed illusion. We will not say that the changed illusion will always be positive. It 

may not, for the reason being that the entity needs to learn something, some issue that it has 

now indicated to The Universe it is ready to take on as a lesson. And therefore, the illusion will 

change and it might appear to be a negative set of issues occurring, a series of events occurring, 

remembering of course that nothing that occurs is negative if viewed as that which the Soul 

requests for learning. 

 

Now, in this change too are we being more attacked by the darkness than before? 

 

Not necessarily, my love. Remember also that the so-called attacks from the darkness are requests 

from the Soul and that the attacks do not occur unless the Soul has said to The Universe it wants 

the attack to occur so that it can strengthen itself and grow. So, there may be a situation in which 

there may be what appears an increase in the attacks from those of the dark and it does not 

necessarily mean, however, that a changed illusion brings on attacks from the dark. 
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How does the change in the next few weeks affect the entities that have decided to leave the 

earth plane? Does that speed things up for them? 

 

It is situational. Yes. 

 

I am feeling a real anticipation for the next year. It is almost an I-CANNOT-WAIT attitude. I was 

wondering if everyone else feels that way. 

 

Those of you that feel that way, raise your hands. (95% of the group raised their hands) ☺ The 

anticipation that you sense is related to the fact of the coming changed vibration that the planet 

itself will be emitting, as well as the earth plane and all of its electromagnetic fields, as the time 

now accelerates to The Shifting. The mission of the Community of Terra Lux shifts also, and the 

next phase begins. We will address in that session that will end the year, as it is called on the 

plane, and will herald the beginning of the new vibration, so you are not alone in your 

anticipations. We will explain more at the appropriate time, indeed. 

 

A Question About Whether Someone Should Follow Their Inclination To Move 

 

I have a question about where I am living right now, and other people can relate to that too in 

terms of The Shift coming and in terms of the New Year. I feel like I should be moving and I am 

wondering how I should deal with that. 

 

We will address that in two responses. There is a session in which we presented the parameters of 

the safe area going north to south, east and west, the miles that are included. That vibration 

where Mushiba resides is the central vibrational point of the safe area. It is where the structure 

that will replace one of the current twelve pyramids will be constructed. Second to your question 

is that you are beginning now to receive messages from your Higher Self and to understand that 

when you get this so called feeling that you would act upon it, and it would be beneficial for you 

to speak with other community members to understand how they have evolved in an 

understanding and appreciation of their own feelings, and that it is not simply imagination, and 

to therefore request more information from your Higher Self. And if you are sensing that you 

need to move, then that is a signal, that is a sign, that such an activity would be beneficial. 

 

A Question About The Color Issue And Whether It Is Related To Kirlian Photography 

 

I know you do not want to discuss color tonight, but I wondered if you could just confirm 

something for me. I have been thinking about this photography all week. Is it related to Kirlian 

photography? I do not believe it is. 

 

No, it is not, my love. You are correct in your understanding. 

 

Okay. I had a vision of a white background, not black, and I was wondering if that was right? 

 

That is correct, my love. 

 

All right. I will go from there. 
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And you will indeed go from there for you are beginning to receive the correct direction. Seek 

that which would appear to not be what it is. The ultimate challenge. 

 

Teaching And Learning Situations That Some May Feel To Be Cruel In Nature 

 

Are we going to be having cruel illusions next year? I feel some situations are cruel, but I 

understand there are deeper meanings. 

 

Understand that there is no such thing as cruel in The Universe are simply lessons that need to be 

learned, and what is perceived by one to be cruel may not be perceived by another to be cruel. 

 

Very strong lessons then perhaps. 

 

Very strong lessons for some indeed, but also remember what we have said and that is that the 

Soul requests each of those lessons. You would refer back to our session on Teaching and 

Learning for reinforcement of that issue, my love. 

 

Is There A Santa Claus? 

 

The Santa Claus concept exists in The Universe. The giving of love, the giving of Self without 

expecting a return is a Universal Concept manifested in the form that is currently on the plane. 


